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Address Schiatti Angelo S.r.l. 
Via alla Porada, 188 
20831 Seregno / MB

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Schiatti Angelo srl offers a wide range of machines for glass processing, a result of considering the problems presented by glass processors, from the
small shop to the big companies.

Straight edgers to grind and polish pencil, flat with arrisses, Ogee and waterfall edges for glass sheets from 3 to 55mm thick with electronically
controlled automation device
Double edging machines for simultaneous grinding and polishing on both glass edges. They can process the pencil or flat with arrisses edges,
with electronically controlled automation devices such setting up and monitoring the working cycle; for glass size from 80 to 4.000mm in lenght
and thicknesses from 2 to 20mm
Complete grinding lines composed of two machines connected by a transfer table are available for processing all four glass sides
Automatic and semi-automatic drilling machines with opposite heads
Multi head drillers for the simultaneous execution of 2-3-4 holes
Straight bevelers for the grinding and polishing of glass as to obtain a bevel from 3° to 45° on thicknesses from 3 to 25mm
Loaders/unloaders
Vertical drilling/milling machines
Drilling centers
Automatic arrissing machines

CATALOGUES

General catalogue

Production Range

Straight grinding machines serie FPS

Double edging machines serie BFT mini

Turnover Unit

Vertical drilling/milling machine serie TFV

Vertical arrissing machine serie MS
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